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Unit 1 We are wearing our new uniform 

 

I. The theme of the lesson: Topic snapshot 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils’ knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading 

and writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Teen2teen 2 SB and WB, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 
 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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I. The theme of the lesson: The present continuous: affirmative and negative 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils’ knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading 

and writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Teen2teen 2 SB and WB, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 
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I. The theme of the lesson: The present continuous: affirmative and negative 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils’ knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading 

and writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Teen2teen 2 SB and WB, DVD, computer, projector 
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V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 
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I. The theme of the lesson: Vocabulary: Family and relationship 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils’ knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading 

and writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Teen2teen 2 SB and WB, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

• Focus on the photo with the speech balloon and explain that the people on the right are family. 

• Play the CD or readfamily introduction and the words aloud while students follow. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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Ushbu 7-8-sinflar uchun mo’ljallangan to’garak konspektning to’liq va 

fondagi yozuvlarsiz variantini olish uchun

+99891 180 0985 telegram raqamiga yoki

@hasanboy_uz telegram adresiga xabar yozing 

Narxi 25 000 so’m
To’lov FAQAT click yoki payme orqali
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Ushbu to’garak hujjatlari sotib olinganda, ushbu to’garakka oid kitoblar va audiolari 

BEPUL tashlab beriladi  
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